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Ian Selbie has been delivering high performance
sales services for 20 plus years to over 17,000
sales professionals worldwide. His client list
ranges from well-known multi-nationals to
smaller more regional companies. Ian’s clients
have witnessed a number of sustainable bene its
from his services which include:
Increased forecasting accuracy
Increased customer loyalty
Less sales turnover
More effective hiring and of course
Increased margins and revenues.
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CHAPTER 1

OVERVIEW: THE
EVOLUTION OF
MARKETING, SALES
AND CHANNEL
Will the internet cause the extinction of
professional salespeople in B2B selling
environments? Not for those who are brave
enough to embrace this evolution!
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T

o Salespeople at large, I speak for all of us, don’t let the
new digital marketing rule you! Prepare yourself
through Convergence selling, in a way that will help you
marshal a leadership role in the future of B2B selling!
Embrace this new era and framework, before your
competitors learn how. As technologies evolve and
continue to become widely accepted, and in many cases
preferred, we ind ourselves armed with a whole new set of
tools and systems to navigate through life. After we become
familiar with these technologies, we tend to wonder how we
ever functioned without them, as do your customers.

T

here are so many examples of this new digital reality to
explain, but here are a few to ponder. The Travel
Industry is a case in point. The old way of planning a
vacation typically meant a visit to your local travel agent, as
their advice and access to information was valuable in the
planning and booking of your next vacation.
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Today the irst thing most of us do when planning a holiday
or business trip is to look on our mobile device of choice
and browse through one of the many apps to choose a
destination, hotel, light options and price points.
Travel planning for business or personal use will never go
back to the way it used to be given the e iciencies these
digital tools.
Another example of how technology has impacted our
lifestyle can be found in the food industry. From using an
app to order and deliver our groceries, to having a delicious
meal delivered from our favourite restaurant makes life so
easy simple and quick.
This technology enables convenience while saving
consumers time and e ort. This same technology provides
extended customer reach so
businesses can take advantage of
these platforms, providing
convenience to their customers,
and ultimately driving up loyalty.
Again, this is an accepted digital
choice that will never go back to
the traditional in person grocery
shopping method only. We like
and have accepted the
convenience of choice.
One more digital marketing
example is the whole world of
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online dating. Given that the divorce rate is over 55% it is
more commonplace for people to ind themselves single
and for many, happy to utilize an online dating site as a
means of meeting a new partner. There are pros and cons
with this approach however, but the truth is, it does provide
access and opportunity like never before.

Technology also plays a pivotal role in the B2B world of
marketing and sales. From access to social platforms for
intelligence gathering and business contacts, to online
business summits and webinars. Welcome to the brave new
world of Digital Marketing.
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I will shed greater light on this evolution of marketing, sales
and channel methodologies in the coming pages. To all
salespeople reading this guide, let’s step up and be the
leaders of this evolution, not the followers! The objective of
this guide is to provide you with some insights and a bit of a
playbook on how and why.
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CHAPTER 2

THE EVOLUTION OF
DIGITAL
MARKETING
If we look back over the last two decades, we
can easily pinpoint how technology has
evolved to play a role in the business world.

W

ebsites – The First Wave

When websites became the new trend, the entire business
world raced to have their websites built with feverish
expectations that the mere fact of having an online
presence would generate incremental customers and
revenues. The thinking at the time was “build in and they
will come”.
Not only did companies focus on building these sites, but a
whole new technology category was also born. The Website
developer! At the time they possessed a unique skill set and
grew extremely rapidly given the massive anticipation that a
website would make money.
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As the disappointments grew due to the fact that these
websites were failing to meet business owners’
expectations, commoditization of website development
became the norm. The promise and lustre of merely having
an online presence was met with extremely limited business
impact. SEO, or Search Engine Optimization did give a
boost to websites, making searching and inding relevant
information easier. Now there are very inexpensive “build-ityourself” website templates available for everyone in
plentiful supply.
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E

-Commerce – The Second Wave

The second wave of the Digital Marketing parade was
known as E-Commerce. This evolved and took the concept
of having an online presence to the next level in that
websites were now taking orders and facilitating
transactions for the companies that deployed these
platforms.
Some segments had better results than most, especially in
B2C markets, such as online banking, online music, video,
food supplements and others. For the most part this second
wave of the business prosperity promise was also met with
failure for most in the B2B landscape.
Today online giants like Amazon have created the most
successful E-Commerce platform driven primarily by
becoming an aggregator of consumer products, providing
superior delivery services and a very pervasive online
branding presence.

S

ocial Media – The Third Wave

The third wave that helped propel Digital Marketing was
social media and the overwhelming search for followers,
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contacts, connections, friends, likes and shares! Not only
from a personal basis but also on a corporate basis. The
selling professional bene its greatly from LinkedIn,
providing very valuable information, insight and access to
prospects and customers on an individual basis.

Companies have also joined the social media party by
utilizing company pro iles across a multitude of platforms.
Social Media has certainly helped companies identify and
build a following for communication, in luence and
feedback in the marketplace. Now Digital Marketing has
clearly arrived and has changed the landscape forever.
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D

igital Marketing – the Fourth Wave

A simple way to describe the di erence between a website
even with SEO and a digital marketing platform is that a
website is like a “parked car”. A parked car that you hope
someone will ind and equally hope that they will want to
enter and have a look. Should your site be designed in a
way that helps the visitor with the information they’re
looking for, you may just have a new prospect.
A smart digital marketing platform is mobile, it goes to your
target audience with the appropriate message and is
designed in a manner that it o ers something that your
target audience wants and would value. So, websites are
parked, and for the most part; “Hope” is the strategy! Digital
Marketing is mobile and brings your message and your
value to your target audience. This has proven to be a
highly successful approach for identifying new semiquali ied leads for B2B Sales Organizations.
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There are many technologies to consider, some make up
part of a “total platform” and provide varying levels of
integration such as, MailChimp, HubSpot, Trello, Google
Analytics, KISSmetrics, Followerwonk and BuzzSumo. There
are also fully integrated platforms that enable a iliate
marketing partnerships such as ClickFunnels.
I will be expanding on this and how we’ve not only
embraced digital marketing in our own business, but how
we have also helped other businesses embrace this brave
new platform.
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CHAPTER 3

THE EVOLUTION OF
PROFESSIONAL
SELLING
S

elling, being the oldest profession in the world, has also
experienced an evolution, al-be-it on a much slower
trajectory. I have trained over 17,000 salespeople over the
last 20 years around the globe, and my experience has
revealed that many salespeople are yet to make this
transition up this evolutionary curve. I categorize this
transition into three phases.
1. Tactical Selling
2. Strategic Selling and
3. Consultative Selling.

T

he irst phase on this evolutionary sales curve, is
Tactical Selling. However basic in its native form, over
80% of the people engaged in the profession of sales still
sell this way today. Perhaps best described by taking a
product or a service and attempting to sell it using brute
force. They think that: “if they knock on enough doors,
make enough cold calls, send enough emails someone will
buy something”.
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Brute force and hope are the underpinnings of this
approach. Often these tactical sellers do work extremely
hard using pure numbers and volume of calls as their
measurement of e ort. Their persistence and tenacity are to
be applauded. Many if not most salespeople start their
careers this way.
My irst sales job was selling typewriters door-to-door for
Olivetti. I thought the more doors I knocked on in a day, the
more maybes I’d ind.
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One of the biggest reasons these salespeople don’t achieve
the results they're hoping for is based on the level of
contact they are calling on within a customer’s organization.
Usually, these hard workers are calling at the “in luencer
level” where decisions are not made. In fact, in luencers can
only say; “no” as they lack the autonomy to say; “yes”.
Another contributor to their poor closing ratios is due to the
fact that they are trying to “sell” a product or service
instead of “ inding their customers pain, then bringing your
gain” as a business solution.
Remember 80% of the sales profession still sell this way!
These tactical salespeople are working hard, but not
working smart yet!
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The second phase up the transformational curve for
salespeople is known as Strategic Selling or solution
selling. Instead of mere volume and hard work, these
strategic sellers take a targeted solution selling approach.
They are looking for business pain in customers’
organizations that their solutions address and aim to solve
these business challenges. Instead of calling on anyone that
will see them or take their call, the strategic seller is aware
that corporate decision making does not happen at the
in luencer level of a customer’s organization and thus they
call at higher levels seeking to get in front of senior
management, who can say; “yes”.
Professional Salespeople that take this approach are not
using the “machine gun” method, but are speci ically
aiming for the right audience, armed with business
solutions. Due to their evolved thinking, they enjoy much
higher close ratios as a result. Approximately 15% of those
in the profession of sales utilize the strategic selling
approach. Provided these strategic sellers are still working
hard, their process has evolved and now they are working
smart and producing much higher sales outcomes as a
result.
The third phase up this transformation curve for sales
professionals is “Consultative Selling”. They have evolved
their sales game beyond “Strategic” however they utilize
many of the best practices described earlier. Consultative
Sellers are far more thorough when it comes to exploring
the business pain of their customers.
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I liken their approach similarly to that of a doctor. As an
example, if you went to see your doctor for your annual
checkup, and your doctor asks: “So how are you feeling?”
And you answered: “Not bad just a little overweight” and
the reply was: “Here’s a prescription, this should help, give
me a call if it doesn’t!” How would you react?
Consultative Sales Professionals take a business doctor
approach, in that they seek to understand not just what the
business pain is, but what they can do to bring the gain.
They dive deeper into the cause of the business pain, the
cost of the business pain and how they can help create
solutions. Also, they don’t limit their solution scope on what
they sell. They utilize the outer ring approach and broker or
facilitate solutions far beyond what they sell. Like how a
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doctor may refer us to a specialist to address a health
concern beyond their area of expertise.
This expanded approach illuminates a much higher sense of
value for customers. These Consultative Sales Professionals
play more of a business consultant role for their clients.
Amassing a number of value-adding strategies, they are
able to share these on a very timely basis with their clients.
This approach has proven to have extreme success when
calling at senior management and executive levels.
Consultative Selling has a proven track record for
generating high levels of loyalty and can yield a very
lucrative low of referrals to other customers at the C-suite
level. These Top Guns know that there are two ways to
increase value, and lowering their price is not one of them.
V=B-C is their mantra. Executive currency is their language.
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CHAPTER 4

THE EVOLUTION OF
CHANNEL
MARKETING
E
arly in my career while with Apple, my irst role was in
channel management.
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My job was to look after Apple channel partners, that we
referred to as our dealer network.
One of my roles was to serve as an interface to these
business owners. Our sales goal was to ind ways to
facilitate mutually pro itable relationships, while exploring
ways to get our dealers to sell more Apple products. Some
of the Apple dealers only sold Apple, which was extremely
helpful, others sold a multitude of competitive products,
such as IBM PCs, Compaq PCs and of course there was
Microsoft. Earning “mindshare” and “shelf space” was far
more challenging in these environments.
Bricks, risk and mortar truly was the model.
When examining this model of channel partnering its
critical to reveal some of the associated business facts.
In order for an Apple Dealer to be successful they needed
to have a high tra ic location. Customer convenience
required this type of physical access and awareness. As one
would imagine high tra ic retail space was and still is the
most expensive when it came to cost per square foot.
The next extremely important element of being a successful
Apple dealer was having quantities of Apple product in
stock, i.e., Inventory. If a customer couldn’t ind a new Mac
at one location, they’d seek out another as the need or want
for the product often outstripped loyalty or location.
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The next investment Apple dealers had to make was on
people and advertising. In the early days of the PC industry,
inding, attracting and maintaining technical skills was a
much bigger challenge than it is today. These technical
people came at a premium and at times Apple dealers
would enter into a bit of a bidding war to hire them. Supply
and demand were not in the Apple dealer’s favour.

Advertising budgets were also a cost and risk carried by the
Apple dealer. I’m not talking about online advertising either,
there was no internet, Facebook, Google or LinkedIn back
then. The advertising I’m referring to is the expensive type:
TV, radio and print.
Another factor to keep in mind was the competitive
landscape where Apple dealers were not just competing
with PCs dealers, they were also competing with other
Apple dealers. Price erosion would happen from time to
time based on seasonality, inventory levels and their
Page 25

The channel model did experience some evolution which
aided the risk to the dealer somewhat. One of these
including the introduction of “ loor planning inancing”. This
meant the Apple dealer had a line of credit with a thirdparty inancial company, (not Apple), allowing the dealer to
have higher quantities of inventory in their locations to
better meet the needs of the marketplace. The Apple dealer
only paid for their inventory as they sold it, which went a
very long way in unhand-cu ing these business owners
from a inancial perspective.
Another aid came to the dealer network when manufactures
decided to create co-op advertising funds, which was
typically earned by way of their annual sales volumes. This
allowed the dealers to cover a signi icant amount of their
advertising costs as long as it abided by the advertising
rules set by manufactures. Still the majority of the risk was
shouldered by the dealer, or said another way, the owner of
the business that was the manufacturers so called strategic
alliance.
As the channel evolution continued, manufacturers such as
Apple targeted the corporate markets and directed their
dealer networks to join the pursuit. Now the dealer
community had to hire more expensive direct salespeople
and technical resources to support this strategy.
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inancial strength. Most of the risk was carried by the dealer.
This was not just how Apple operated their channel
business, all manufacturers utilized similar approaches.

These incremental employees were more expensive than
the prior sta employed by the dealers, adding to the costs
and risk for these business owners.

The channel evolution was then highly challenged by the
strategy of manufacturers such as Apple and Microsoft
opening their own chain of high-end retail stores. Again, the
costs, risks and competition from these so-called alliances
made it extremely di icult for these dealers to survive.
These same fundamentals cross many B2B industries.
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Welcome to the next wave of channel partnering: The
A iliate Marketing Era has begun.
Thanks in large part to digital marketing companies such as
ClickFunnels, becoming an a iliate partner has never been
so easy, painless, risk resistant and pro itable.
No need for expensive locations, sta or advertising
budgets. The a iliate can leverage their network of contacts
and target those directly with value to promote and
generate tra ic and get paid for it. Never before has it been
this easy and e icient to be a channel partner, now known
as A iliate Marketing Partners.
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CHAPTER 5

THE
CONVERGENCE
SELLING
FRAMEWORK
T

he Convergence of Digital, Consultative and Channel
Methodologies.

What is the Convergence Selling Framework?
An integration of the evolution of marketing, sales and
channel into one new and converged selling framework. It
combines the highly successful and proven methodology of
Consultative Selling with the acceleration and reach of
Digital Marketing and the ease of partnering through
A iliate Marketing. The best of all three in this one platform
for heightened sales success.
As mentioned in the Evolution of Digital Marketing section
of this guide, inally there is a technology that incorporates
all of the aspects into one, fully integrated platform. For
years Digital Marketers were tasked with having to “glue”
di erent technologies together in an attempt to come close
to providing what is now available in one seamless
technology.
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The product is called: ClickFunnels. Russell Brunson was
one of the co-founders of ClickFunnels in 2014, after being
one of these digital marketing pioneers himself. To-date
ClickFunnels has generated over $10B in revenue, and over
150,000 entrepreneurs utilize it as either their primary
business or as an extension of their existing business. The
platform is proven and very robust. Many di erent types of
business use this platform, ranging from B2C consumables,
B2B “product integrated” business and B2B lead generation,
providing their sales organizations with sustainable, semiquali ied leads to pursue. ClickFunnels also has a fully
integrated A iliate Marketing platform, enabling businesses
to partner like never before.
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One B2B example of how a clickfunnel can be utilized is our
own online sales training and coaching program entitled
SalesMentor (www.SalesMentorU.com). This entire solution
has been developed and delivered with ClickFunnels. We
refer to this type of clickfunnel as a “product integrated”
funnel.
In our case, our training and coaching programs have been
professionally recorded and delivered completely online
targeted at sales managers and sales professionals. These
professionals bene it dramatically from this solution by
being able to receive this training and coaching from their
home o ices for fractions of the in-person costs associated.
This has been extremely well received given the current
pandemic.

Another B2B example of a clickfunnel is a pure lead
generation funnel, providing B2B Selling Organizations with
the reach and acceleration they’ve always wished they had.
This enables sustainable sales leads into their pipelines. I
don’t know a single salesperson NOT interested in having
such an asset!
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The Convergence Selling framework also incorporates our
proven, world class Consultative Selling Methodology, used
by many of the Top Sales Professionals in the World.
Based on Digital Marketing’s ability to generate an
accelerated number of semi quali ied leads into the
pipeline, Consultative Salespeople can now have a
sustainable number of worthy leads to pursue. They also
have the methodology to pursue them with a process, tools
and skill set to help them grow their sales using this proven
success system.
As mentioned, ClickFunnels has incorporated a very mature
A iliate Marketing platform, which enable companies to
expand their sales reach on an endorsed basis by way of
this technology. Becoming an a iliate partner has zero risk
and allows sales organizations to extend the reach of their
sales force exponentially by way of onboarding highly
targeted and market connected a iliate partners.
Convergence Selling is the integration of these three
proven platforms:
1. Digital Marketing using ClickFunnels,
2. Consultative Selling using SalesMentor and
3. A iliate Marketing also using ClickFunnels.
All three of these strategies create synergy into one
symbiotic strategy for business growth.
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SalesMentor (www.SalesMentorU.com) is an online Sales
Training and Coaching Program. We also provide Digital
Marketing services that enables companies to implement
this market leadership approach.

The Era of Convergence Selling Has Begun. A
NEW framework to sell like NEVER before.
Ian Selbie.
www.SalesMentorU.com
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